
Miserable Faith 
China A-list Rock Band Visited HRC in London 

Media Coverage Clipping



Highlights: 
1. HRC is on homepage banner of www.mafengwo.com which is 

the No.1 travel social media (Chinese Version of Tripadvisor); 
2. HRC is featured as one of the iconic attraction in UK on the 

promotional landing page; 
3. HRC is not only featured in China A-list Rock Band Miserable 

Faith’s travel blog, but also included in the tour package for 
purchasing; 

4. HRC is highlighted in the Travel Guide - Special Edition

The estimate cost of entire themed promotion is about USD127,000, which includes the special 
landing page for themed promotion, homepage Ad banner, celebrity’s travel blog, a themed travel 
guide, and developed tour product for online purchasing. HRC is included and highlighted in each 
promotional item/activity. Estimate media value: USD 8,000. 

As an added bonus, HRC gained a post on Mafengwo’s official Weibo account that normally cost 
about USD800/post, and it has been reposted by Miserable Faith on its official account,  which 
cost about USD15,870/post.

http://www.mafengwo.com


HRC iconic guitar is shown on the MFW homepage banner 
The banner cost: USD6350/day



The landing page for promoting the UK Rock Music Journey 
HRC is featured as one of the iconic attractions in UK 



The landing page of UK Rock Music Journey 

link to the travel 
blog

link to purchase the same itinerary product, which HRC 
also included as one of the ‘must go destination / 

attraction in London’



Miserable Faith’s Travel Blog 
Viewers: 122,469 ; Likes: 1763 ; Repost : 327

The blog’s link:  http://www.mafengwo.cn/i/5537735.html 



HRC is featured in Miserable Faith’s Travel Blog

Introducing the location, history and decoration style



HRC is featured in Miserable Faith’s Travel Blog

Introducing the dinning experience and fabulous taste of the food



HRC is featured in Miserable Faith’s Travel Blog
Shopping experience at HRC retail and touring HRC museum



Miserable Faith’s Identical Tour Itinerary For Purchasing  
Link for purchasing the tour package: 

http://www.mafengwo.cn/sales/2043142.html 

HRC is included and highlighted  
in the tour package 



Miserable Faith’s Travel Guide to UK 
Estimate Cost of making a bespoke travel guide: USD31,000 

The Travel Guide is permanent online for downloading, 
which has HRC introduced as recommended dinner place in London

这一站，我们去英国玩摇滚

摩登乐旅
蚂蜂窝旅游攻略

 www.mafengwo.cn特别策划



HRC is featured on MFW and Miserable Faith’s official weibo account 

The No.1 Travel Social Media mafengwo.com has 
influenced 2.98 million followers in terms of their 

travel decision-making.

Media Value:  
USD800 / post

http://mafengwo.com


Miserable Faith Band re-posted on their Weibo and wrote an 
uncaptured scene:’A lot of fans in ACDC T-shirt were there for 
lunch and all sang together for 2 strangers who happened to 

have their birthday lunch at HRC, what a sweet moment! ’

Media Value: for reference 
A popular blogger will charge from 
USD5,000 to USD100,00 / post; 

Famous artist/actor/ band will  
charge USD15,870.

HRC is featured on MFW and Miserable Faith’s official weibo account 





Media Coverage about Miserable Faith’s Music Journey to UK 
Total 32 news stories


